We share your passion!

Guitar Cutter
Item: PFCB*
The Guitar Cutter is ideal for cutting rapidly and accurately. Here are just a few of the
items that can be cut using the Guitar Cutter: ganache, fruit paste, marzipan, soft
caramel, and more.
One can cut squares, rectangles or diamond shapes.
With a single cutter, you can cut in one direction then rotate the product and
make a second cut. The double block allows you to cut in both directions
without having to turn the product.
A stainless steel flat tray allows to position the product easily on the cutter.
The machine comes with a tool kit and it contains extra wire and tools.
How to select the right cutter for your needs?
Based on the various sizes and shapes of the products you intend to cut:
1. Purchase an existing kit:
• PFCBC: this kit contains 1 block 7.5mm pitch with 4 compatible frames, respectively 15mm, 22.5mm, 30
mm and 37.5 mm as well as one toolkit and the stainless flat tray
• PFCBC5: this kit contains 1 block 5mm pitch with 5 compatible frames, respectively 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and
30mm as well as one toolkit and the stainless flat tray
• PFDCB: this kit contains a double cutting block (7.5mm by 15mm) with the following frames 7.5mm,
15mm, 22.5mm, 30mm and 37.5mm.

2. Build you own guitar cutter
• Choose the frame or frames you need and the compatible block.
• The 5mm pitch block can accommodate the following 5mm pitch frames: 5mm, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm,
25mm and 30mm.

• The 7.5mm pitch block can accommodate the following 7.5mm pitch frames: 7.5mm, 15mm, 22.5mm,
30mm and 37.5mm
Options
Undercarriage with 4 casters for single guitar cutter (#PFCSSTAB) or double guitar cutter (#PFCSSTABD): can hold 5 frames
and the cutter on top

For more information, please call 310-533-3939
www.bakonusa.com

